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Abstract—Backup in data center networks (DCNs)
against disasters is a critical task for avoiding huge data
loss. In this paper, we optimize data backup for a particular
DCN node threatened by a disaster by assuming geo-
distributed optical interconnected DCNs, where the node
can be aware of the disaster in an ε time before it is dis-
rupted. We first formulate an integer linear program
(ILP) to find the maximum amount of data in the threat-
ened DCN node that can be protected. This helps to
determine which data should be protected according
to data importance. Then we formulate another ILP to
achieve minimum-cost backup by properly selecting a set
of safe backup DCN nodes and corresponding backup
routes. To get real-time solutions for engineering practice,
we also propose a heuristic to achieve cost-efficient backup
in ε-time early-warning disasters. Extensive numerical re-
sults show that the proposed algorithms can automatically
adapt to different early warning times ε for generating
cost-efficient data backup solutions.

Index Terms—Data backup; Data center networks;
Disaster; ε-early warning time.

I. INTRODUCTION

M any emerging data-intensive applications (e.g.,
e-commerce, social networking, etc.) are producing

huge amounts of data, which rely on multiple worldwide
deployed optical interconnected data center networks
(DCNs) for data storage and processing. Generally, geo-
distributed optical interconnected DCNs consist of massive
computing and storage resources interconnected by

broadband optical networks with low transmission latency
[1,2]. In such networks, failures caused by disasters
(e.g., hurricane, earthquake, electromagnetic pulse attack,
etc.) can lead to a huge amount of data loss [3–11]. For
example, the 2008 earthquake in Wenchuan, China
disrupted over 60 enterprise DCNs [4,6], and the 2011
tsunami and earthquake in Japan disrupted tens of
DCNs [8,9]. Accordingly, data protection against disasters
is a major concern for DCN operators.

DCN data protection against disasters can be achieved
through either proactive approaches [12–16] or post-
disaster restoration schemes [17,18]. The former designs
aim to prevent data loss by network planning before a dis-
aster occurs. The latter utilize resources available at the
time of disaster to recover data. Due to the uncertainty
of disasters, proactive approaches require a relatively large
amount of resources to achieve a desired level of protection.
In contrast, post-disaster restoration saves cost, but the
effect is generally poor due to its best-effort nature. Our
work falls into the first category, with the objective to min-
imize the data protection cost.

In terms of a proactive approach, data backup is an im-
portant data protection method [15,16]. Based on the mu-
tual backup model in [19], some periodic data backup
schemes are proposed in [15] and [16] to jointly optimize
backup site selection and data transmission paths. Such
periodic backup schemes may not result in high data pro-
tection efficiency under the disaster scenario because a
sudden disaster generally occurs in an unpredictable man-
ner, and thus newly generated data may not be well or
timely protected due to the fixed data backup period. On
the other hand, [20] and [21] focus on real-time data rep-
lications in DCNs where data generated in a certain past
period of time is not considered.

To solve these issues in the periodic backup and real-
time data replication methods, early-warning-time backup
against disasters is proposed in [22] and [23], based on the
fact that many natural disasters (such as earthquakes,
hurricanes, floods, and tsunamis) can be either observed or
predicted with certain early warning information (e.g.,
affected region and time) [24], thus making it possible to
carry out urgent backup in the warning period. For exam-
ple, the real-time earthquake information system [25] is an
earthquake early warning system deployed in Japan that
can estimate the location and magnitude of an earthquakehttps://doi.org/10.1364/JOCN.9.000536
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within 5 s after the P-waves arrive. The U.S. National
Hurricane Center [26] can provide hurricane warnings
from hours to days in advance. For different types of disas-
ters, DCN operators can obtain different early warning
times (from a few seconds to a few days) for urgent data
backup. This method is more adaptive to sudden disasters
by removing the fixed data backup period in [15] and [16].
Unlike the real-time data replications in [20] and [21], it
can protect data generated in a certain past period of time
as well.

Our study falls into the same category as [22] and [23]. In
particular, we consider urgent data backup by properly
exploring the ε early warning time, where ε denotes the
time interval between the earliest moment that a DCN
node is aware of the upcoming disaster and the latest
moment, in which the disaster hits the DCN. Generally,
ε can be obtained using an early warning system. We call
the corresponding DCN node the threatened node for sim-
plicity. Unlike [22], which evacuates as much content as
possible from the threatened node to a single backup
DCN node, we allow simultaneous backup to multiple safe
DCN nodes in the disaster-disjoint zones, and thus can pro-
tect more data with a better resource utilization. Although
our work considers a similar time-constrained urgent
backup as in [23], it indeed differs from [23] on the optimi-
zation objective. The work in [23] carries out time-con-
strained urgent backup to maximize data owners’ utility.
In contrast, our work achieves cost-efficient backup within
the given early warning time. Cost minimization is not con-
sidered in both [22] and [23]. As a major concern for DCN
operators in selecting a protection strategy, we take backup
cost minimization as our optimization objective.

In general, a DCN service provider (such as Google)
needs to consider disaster scenarios at the network-plan-
ning stage. As a result, multiple DCNs are deployed in dif-
ferent geographical regions to avoid simultaneous failures
[27]. Nowadays, such a geo-distributed DCN architecture is
well supported by long-haul optical interconnects under
wavelength division multiplexing technology. In this paper,
we assume that multiple DCNs are affiliated with a single
DCN provider and there is only one threatened DCN node.
Of course, it is possible that multiple threatened DCN
nodes from different DCN providers may need simultane-
ous data backup. This scenario is more complicated be-
cause it concerns service and resource competition
among different service providers, and we leave it for
future study.

Our design takes a given set of backup resources at dif-
ferent DCN nodes and fiber links as the inputs. Although
dedicated backup resource reservation may be pre-planned
at the network-planning stage, it is not a concern of this
paper. Instead, our proposed scheme can use as much on-
line available bandwidth as possible for urgent data
backup against a disaster. Then, we focus onminimum-cost
data backup by properly exploring the ε early warning
time. To this end, DCN operators first need to know the
maximum amount of data that can be protected under
the given set of limited backup resources, and then deter-
mine which data should be backed up. Accordingly, we

divide our design into two sub-problems: backup capacity
evaluation (BCE) and backup cost minimization (BCM).
BCE helps DCN operators find the maximum backup
capacity and thus fully utilize the ε early warning time
to back up as much data as possible. Since the maximum
backup capacity may not be sufficient for backing up all
data, priority can be given to the most important data.
On the other hand, BCM minimizes backup cost by prop-
erly selecting a set of safe backup DCNnodes and routes for
those important data. We propose both integer linear pro-
grams (ILPs) and a heuristic for the two sub-problems. Our
solutions can be self-adaptive to different early warning
times ε.

In this paper, data can be stored in either a distributed
manner (across multiple DCNs) or a centralized manner
(at a single DCN). Multiple replicas at different DCNs
are allowed as well. Generally, a DCN backs up data or rep-
licas periodically in its normal operation state when no dis-
aster presents. At the earliest time when the DCN is aware
of the disaster, some data may not have been successfully
backed up in the current period or is still in an unsynchron-
ized state. To this end, our work considers how to protect
such unsafe data.

The rest of the paper is organized as follows. Section II
introduces the network model. Section III formulates the
ILPs. The heuristic is presented in Section IV. We carry
out simulations in Section V and conclude the paper in
Section VI.

II. NETWORK MODEL

We assume multiple DCNs in an optical backbone net-
work, each hosted by a distinct node. We also assume that
data is transmitted in the network through all-optical
paths where the optical cross-connects with wavelength
converters (i.e., wavelength-conversion capabilities) are
used at intermediate nodes for transparent optical connec-
tions. Network topology is denoted by a graph G�V;E�,
where V is the set of all nodes and E is the set of all fiber
links. There is a single threatened DCN node that will be
affected by a disaster after ε early warning time. Other
DCN nodes will not be affected by the disaster, and they
can serve as candidate backup DCN nodes. Each candidate
backup DCN node has a certain amount of backup storage,
whereas the online bandwidth available on each link at the
disaster time can be measured by the DCN operator.
Figure 1 gives an example of the U.S. InternetMCI network
[28], with five geo-distributed DCNs hosted at nodes 3, 8,
12, 14, and 16. Suppose that DCN node 3 will be affected by
a disaster after ε early warning time, as shown by the
shaded area in Fig. 1. Data hosted at the threatened
DCN node 3 can be backed up to the backup DCN nodes
8, 12, 14, and 16. Backup cost consists of data storage
and transmission costs. The former is the sum of costs of
required storage (counted in data units) at all backup
DCN nodes, where Wv denotes the storage cost per data
unit at backup DCN node v. The latter counts for the cost
of working wavelength capacity (including the cost of nec-
essary wavelength converters) in all backup routing paths.
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Note that store-and-forward schemes (using safe DCNs
as relays to forward data) are not considered in this paper.
This is because we assume only a single threatened DCN,
and other DCNs (including those that may possibly serve
as intermediate DCNs in a store-and-forward scheme) are
taken as safe DCNs. As a result, data will be safely
protected as long as they can arrive at such a safe DCN.

III. ILP FORMULATIONS

In this section, we first provide an ILP to solve BCE
under the ε early warning time constraint, which can be
used to determine the amount of data that should be
backed up in the threatened DCN node. For the determined
amount of data that should be backed up, we also develop
another ILP to solve BCM by identifying the optimal selec-
tion of backup DCN nodes and routes, such that the overall
data backup cost is minimized.

A. Notation List

Inputs:

• V : The set of all nodes in network G�V;E�.
• E: The set of all fiber links in network G�V;E�.
• V 0 ⊂ V: The set of all backup DCN nodes in net-
work G�V;E�.

• ε: The disaster early warning time for backing up data
(quantified with the number of time units).

• P � fpjp � ⟨Sc;Dep; Lp⟩g: The set of paths between the
threatened DCN node and the backup DCN nodes, where
Sc;Dep, and Lp are the source DCN node (i.e., threatened
DCN node), destination DCN node (i.e., backup DCN
node), and the set of links on path p.

• D � ⟨Sc;VL;Vl⟩: The data in the threatened DCN node,
where Sc is the threatened DCN node, VL is the amount
of data D, and Vl is the amount of data that can be
backed up, i.e., Vl ≤ VL (VL and Vl are quantified with
the number of data units).

• Re: The transmission rate of each wavelength (quantified
with the number of data units that are transmitted by
one wavelength per time unit).

• Sv: The available storage capacity in DCN node v ∈ V 0

(quantified with the number of data units).

• Be: The available bandwidth capacity on link e ∈ E
(counted in the number of wavelength channels).

• Wv: The cost of a data unit stored in the DCN node v ∈ V 0.
• We: The cost of a wavelength on link e ∈ E.
• Ae

p ∈ f0; 1g: Equals 1 if link e ∈ Lp; p ∈ P.
• PN: The maximum allowed number of paths between the
threatened DCN node and a backup DCN node for
backing up data.

• VN: The maximum allowed number of backup DCN
nodes for backing up data.

• λ: A predefined constant that is larger than
maxfBp; Suvj∀ v ∈ V 0; ∀p ∈ Pg.

Variables:

• Uv: Binary variable. It takes 1 if the DCN node v ∈ V 0 is
used for backing up data and 0 otherwise.

• Up: Binary variable. It takes 1 if the path p ∈ P is used
for backing up data and 0 otherwise.

• Suv: Non-negative integer representing the used storage
capacity in node v ∈ V 0 for backing up data.

• Bp: Non-negative integer representing the used band-
width capacity on path p ∈ P for backing up data.

• Mε: Non-negative integer representing the total amount
of data that can be backed up in the threatened DCN
node within time ε.

B. ILP for BCE

MaximizefMεg: (1)

Subject to

Suv ≤ Sv; ∀ v ∈ V 0; (2)

X
v∈V 0

Suv � Mε; (3)

X
p∈P

Ae
pBp ≤ Be; ∀ e ∈ E; (4)

X
p∈P

Up ≤ PN; ∀ Dep ∈ V 0; (5)

Mε ≤
X
v∈V 0

Sv; (6)

X
v∈V 0

Uv ≥ 1; (7)

X
v∈V 0

Uv ≤ VN; (8)

Fig. 1. Geo-distributed DCNs with DCN node 3 threatened by a
disaster and other DCN nodes serving as candidate backup nodes.
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Up ≤
UDep � 1

2
; ∀ p ∈ P; (9)

X
p∈P;Dep�v

Up ≥ Uv; ∀ v ∈ V 0; (10)

Up ≤ Bp; ∀ p ∈ P; (11)

Up ≥ Bp∕λ; ∀ p ∈ P; (12)

Uv ≤ Suv; ∀ v ∈ V 0; (13)

Uv ≥ Suv∕λ; ∀ v ∈ V 0; (14)

SuvP
p∈P;Dep�v

Bp
≤ ε ·Re; ∀ v ∈ V 0: (15)

Objective (1) maximizes the total amount of data that
can be backed up. Constraint (2) ensures that the used stor-
age capacity in a backup DCN node for backing up data
does not exceed the available storage capacity of this
DCN node. Constraint (3) guarantees that data with the
amount Mε can be backed up to the backup DCN nodes.
Constraint (4) ensures that the used bandwidth capacity
for backing up data on a link does not exceed the available
capacity of this link. Constraint (5) indicates a bound on the
number of paths between the threatened DCN node (i.e.,
Sc) and an arbitrary backup DCN node for backing up data.
Constraint (6) guarantees that the amount of data that can
be backed up does not exceed the total available storage
capacity of all backup DCN nodes. Constraint (7) guaran-
tees that data is backed up to at least one backup DCN
node, whereas constraint (8) limits the number of backup
DCN nodes to its maximum possible number. Constraint
(9) implies that if a path is selected for backing up data,
then the destination node of this path must be selected
as the backup DCN node for storing data. Constraint
(10) implies that if a DCN node is selected as the backup
node for storing data, then at least one path destined to
such a DCN node must be selected as the transmission
path for backing up data. Constraints (11) and (12) define
Up while constraints (13) and (14) defineUv. Here, we use λ
larger than maxfBp; Suvj∀ v ∈ V 0;∀p ∈ Pg to ensure that
constraints (12) and (14) can be properly established
when Up � 1; Bp > 0 and Uv � 1; Suv > 0, respectively.
Constraint (15) ensures that the time for backing up data
does not exceed the time ε.

C. ILP for BCM

After we achieve the maximum amount of data Mu
ε that

can be backed up within the given ε based on the preceding
ILP, we can determine the amount of data D that should be
backed up. For the determined amount of data D that
should be backed up, we then develop an ILP shown as

follows to generate optimal solutions of backup DCN nodes
and routes under the time ε constraint, such that the
overall data backup cost is minimized:

Minimize
�X
v∈V 0

WvSuv �
X
p∈P

X
e∈Lp

WeBp

�
: �16�

Objective (16) minimizes the overall data backup cost,
which consists of two terms. The first term is the cost of stor-
ing all data that should be backed up and the second is the
total bandwidth cost for transmitting the data that should
be backed up. The constraints in such an ILP are similar to
those in Subsection III.B, in which Mε is replaced by
the amount of determined data that should be backed up
Vl; �Vl ≤ min�Mu

ε ; VL�� in constraints (3) and (6). Although
the ILP for BCM has two terms, they can be integrated into
a single objective for cost minimization, with storage
and transmission costs counted into a total backup cost.
Therefore, BCM can be taken as a single-objective optimiza-
tion. Since we assume wavelength converters at intermedi-
ate nodes (if necessary) in the network for transparent
optical connections, our ILP models can simply count the
bandwidth capacity (i.e., number of available wavelengths)
on each link to ensure non-overlapping wavelengths.

To simplify our analysis, we assume static network sta-
tus within the early warning time. Nevertheless, this
assumption can easily be extended to the scenario where
network status changes within the early warning time.
In this case, we can divide the early warning time into
multiple time intervals within which network status can
be taken as static for each. Then, our ILPs can be applied
in each time interval for data backup. A similar technique
is used in [23].

Algorithm 1 Data Backup (DBu):
Input:
G�V;E�, V 0 ⊂ V , Re, D, P, Sv, and Wv for ∀ v ∈ V 0, Be and
We for ∀ e ∈ E, and the time for backing up data ε.

Output:
The backup scheme, i.e., the sets of backup DCN nodes
(Vb) and backup transmission paths (Tp) for data D,
the overall backup cost Cost, and the total amount of
data that can be backed up within time ε, Mε.

1: Set Vb � ∅, Tp � ∅, Cost � 0, Mε � 0;
2: Set SI

v � ⌊ Sv
ε·Re ⌋ · ε ·Re for ∀ v ∈ V 0, VlI � ⌊ Vl

ε·Re ⌋ · ε ·Re
for data D;

3: SetSR
v � Sv − SI

v for ∀ v ∈ V 0,VlR � Vl − VlI for dataD;
4: Call Procedure Integer Data Backup;
5: Set VlR � VlR � VlI for data D;
6: Set SR

v � SR
v � SI

v for ∀ v ∈ V 0;
7: Call Procedure Remainder Data Backup.

Procedure 1 Integer Data Backup (IDBu):
1: while (VlI > 0) do
2: Select a path p, �SI

Dep
> 0� with nonzero avail-

able bandwidth Mine∈pfBeg and the ability to
back up the largest amount of data from the set P
for BCE (Select a path p, �SI

Dep
> 0� with nonzero

available bandwidthMine∈pfBeg and the smallest cost
based on (17) from the set P for BCM);
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3: if (p is found) then
4: Determine a bandwidth Bp � Min

�SI
Dep

ε·Re ;
VlI
ε·Re ;

Mine∈pfBeg
�
on path p;

5: Set VlI � VlI − Bp · ε ·Re, SI
Dep

� SI
Dep

− Bp · ε ·Re;
6: Set Be � Be − Bp for ∀ e ∈ p;
7: Set Vb � Vb ⋃ Dep, Tp � Tp ⋃ p;
8: Set Cost � Cost�WDep · Bp · ε ·Re�

P
e∈pWe · Bp;

9: Set Mε � Mε � Bp · ε ·Re;
10: else
11: Exit procedure;
12: end if
13: end while

IV. HEURISTIC

Since solving the ILP for large-scale problems (e.g., a
large amount of data to be backed up and a large number
of backup DCN nodes deployed in a large-scale network) is
intractable, it is generally hard to get an optimal ILP
solution for data backup in real-time. To make our ap-
proach more scalable, in this section we propose a time-
efficient heuristic for BCE and BCM to meet the practical
engineering requirement. It is notable that, to solve
BCE by the heuristic, we only need to set the amount of
data to be backed up (Vl) as the total available capacity
of all backup DCN nodes (i.e., Vl � P

v∈V 0Sv), and then
the amount of data (Vl) to be backed up for BCM is
determined according to the result from BCE
where Vl ≤ min�Mu

ε ; VL�.

Procedure 2 Remainder Data Backup (RDBu):
1: while �VlR > 0� do
2: Select a path p, �SR

Dep
> 0� with nonzero avail-

able bandwidth Mine∈pfBeg and the ability to
back up the largest amount of data from the set
P for BCE (Select a path p, �SR

Dep
> 0� with nonzero

available bandwidth Mine∈pfBeg and the smallest
cost based on (17) from the set P for BCM);

3: if (p is found) then
4: Determine a bandwidth Bp � 1 on path p;
5: if (SR

Dep
≥ VlR) then

6: Set Cost � Cost�WDep · VlR �P
e∈pWe · Bp;

7: Set Mε � Mε � VlR;
8: Set SR

Dep
� SR

Dep
− VlR, VlR � 0;

9: else
10: Set Cost � Cost�WDep · S

R
Dep

�P
e∈pWe · Bp;

11: Set Mε � Mε � SR
Dep

;

12: Set VlR � VlR − SR
Dep

, SR
Dep

� 0;
13: end if
14: Set Be � Be − Bp for ∀ e ∈ p;
15: Set Vb � Vd ⋃ Dep, Tp � Tp ⋃ p;
16: else
17: Exit procedure;
18: end if
19: end while

A. Algorithm Description

The proposed heuristic is illustrated in Algorithm 1,
which includes two procedures, i.e., integer data backup
and remainder data backup. Here, V 0, Re, D, P, Sv, Wv,
Be, We, ε, and Mε are defined in Subsection III.A, and let
jAj denote the number of elements in an arbitrarily given
set A. Note that in the proposed heuristic the bandwidth
on the transmission path is assigned with the integer.

In Algorithm 1, the initialization is first shown in lines
1–3, where we set Vb � ∅, Tp � ∅ for data D, Cost � 0,
and Mε � 0, and the available capacity of each backup
DCN node and the amount of data D that should be backed
up are divided into two parts, respectively, i.e., SI

v and SR
v

for ∀ v ∈ V 0, VlI and VlR for data D. Then we call Procedure
1 (i.e., integer data backup) by taking SI

v, VlI, and the input
of Algorithm 1 as its inputs. After executing Procedure 1,
Procedure 2 (i.e., remainder data backup) is executed by
taking SR

v , VlR, and the input of Algorithm 1 that is up-
dated by Procedure 1 as its inputs.

1) Integer Data Backup: In this procedure, for data D
with the amount Vl that should be backed up, we consider
only to back up the amount of data VlI. In line 2, for BCE,
we select a path p �SI

Dep
> 0� from the set P which has non-

zero available bandwidth and the ability to back up the
largest amount of data. For BCM, we select a path
p �SI

Dep
> 0� from the set P which has nonzero available

bandwidth and the smallest cost. Here, the available band-
width on path p is Mine∈pfBeg and the cost is determined as

P
e∈pWe �WDep · ε ·Re · Min

�
SI
Dep

ε·Re ;
VlI
ε·Re ;Mine∈pfBeg

�

ε ·Re · Min
�
SI
Dep

ε·Re ;
VlI
ε·Re ;Mine∈pfBeg

� : �17�

If we find an available path p, in line 4, the assigned
bandwidth Bp on path p for backing up data D is deter-
mined as

Min
� SI

Dep

ε · Re
;
VlI
ε ·Re

;Mine∈pfBeg
�
: �18�

Expression (18) ensures that the assigned bandwidth on
path p for backing up data satisfies the constraints of the
available capacity of DCN node Dep, the amount of data
that should be backed up, and the available bandwidth
on path p. In lines 5–6, we update the values of VlI,
SI
Dep

, and Be for each e ∈ p, respectively. Node Dep is added
into set Vb and the path p is also added into set Tp in line 7.
The backup cost and total amount of data that can be
backed up are obtained in lines 8–9, respectively. If we can-
not find an available path p, the procedure exits in line 11.

2) Remainder Data Backup: In this procedure, for data
D with the amount Vl that should be backed up, we con-
sider to back up the amount of data VlR. In line 2, the path
p is selected in the same manner as that in Procedure 1. If
we find an available path p, we take a ceiling function of

Min�VlR
ε·Re ;

SR
Dep

ε·Re�, where the value of Min�VlR
ε·Re ;

SR
Dep

ε·Re� is less than
1. Then the assigned bandwidth Bp on path p for backing
up data D is set as 1. From lines 5 to 13, we update the
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values of VlR, SR
Dep

, Cost, and Mε for two cases (i.e., SR
Dep

≥

VlR and SR
Dep

< VlR), respectively. In lines 14–15, the value

of Be for ∀ e ∈ p, Vb, and Tp are updated, respectively. If we
cannot find an available path p, the procedure exits in
line 17.

B. Complexity Analysis of the Heuristic

In this subsection, we analyze the time complexity of the
proposed heuristic. Before calculating the complexity of
Algorithm 1, we first give the complexity of Procedure 1.
In Procedure 1, for backing up data D with the amount
VlI, the iteration from lines 1 to 13 is executed at most
jPj times, i.e., we traverse all paths in set P for backing
up data. For line 2, since we need to traverse all available
paths for backing up data D in set P, the complexity of this
operation is at most O�jPj ×N�, whereN denotes the maxi-
mum number of links on path p for ∀p ∈ P. Furthermore,
since N ≤ jEj, the complexity is no more than O�jPj × jEj�.
Besides, the complexity of the operations from lines 4 to 9 is
O�jEj�. Thus, the complexity of Procedure 1 is no more than
O�jPj2 × jEj�. From Procedure 2, we find that it has the
same complexity of Procedure 1. Since both of the complex-
ities of the operation from lines 1 to 3 and that from lines 5
to 6 in Algorithm 1 areO�jV 0j�, the complexity of Algorithm
1 is O�jV 0j � jPj2 × jEj� and then the proposed heuristic
runs in polynomial time.

V. NUMERICAL RESULTS

In this section, we carry out numerical experiments on
the U.S. InternetMCI network with 19 nodes and 33 links
to validate the proposed ILP models and heuristic. We
assume that there is an ε-time early warning disaster
which will affect DCN node 3 after ε time (i.e., DCN node
3 is the threatened DCN node). The number of available
wavelength channels (i.e., available bandwidth capacity)
on each link is set as a random integer between 10 and
30. The total available storage capacity in all backup
DCN nodes is set as 2000 data units.

In our experiments, we set the cost of a wavelength on a
link as the length of the link. In particular, the wavelength
cost on each link in the U.S. InternetMCI network is shown
in Table I. We set the cost of a data unit stored in a backup
DCNnode as a randomvalue between 40 and 80.We also set
λ � 2000, Re � 1, and PN as the value of jPj. Here, we con-
sider two scenarios, i.e., jV 0j � 4 backup DCN nodes
(i.e., backup DCNs host at nodes 8, 12, 14, 16, and VN�4)
and jV 0j � 10 backup DCN nodes (i.e., backup DCNs host
at nodes 2, 5, 7, 8, 9, 11, 12, 14, 15, 16, and VN � 10), respec-
tively. Gurobi 6.0 is used to solve the ILPs in Section III.
The experiments are run on a computer that has an
Intel Core i3-4030U CPU at 1.90 GHz and 4 GB memory.

We first provide the comparisons on the maximum
amount of data that can be backed up between the ILP
and the heuristic for the cases jV 0j � 4 and jV 0j � 10,
respectively, when ε ranges from 1 to 100 time units, as
shown in Fig. 2. From Fig. 2, we can observe that the maxi-

mum amount of data that can be backed up by the proposed
heuristic is the same as that backed up by the ILP. Note
that the ILP gives a mathematical formulation for the
BCE sub-problem, whereas its optimal solution can indeed
be found by the corresponding heuristic. In other words,
our heuristic for BCE is an exact algorithm for generating
an optimal solution. This is because we assume only a sin-
gle threatened DCN node; its maximum amount of protect-
able data is determined by the available storage capacity

TABLE I
COSTS OFWAVELENGTH ON EACH LINK IN THE U.S. INTERNETMCI

NETWORK

Link Cost Link Cost Link Cost

(0,1) 625 (4,8) 105 (9,10) 157
(0,3) 133 (4,9) 240 (9,16) 602
(1,2) 352 (4,16) 826 (11,12) 393
(2,3) 488 (5,8) 9 (11,14) 761
(2,7) 1309 (6,7) 35 (12,13) 49
(2,9) 365 (6,12) 223 (12,14) 701
(2,10) 213 (7,12) 249 (14,15) 423
(3,7) 824 (8,9) 135 (14,16) 532
(3,15) 269 (8,14) 1230 (15,16) 128
(3,16) 256 (8,16) 725 (16,17) 249
(4,5) 99 (8,18) 300 (17,18) 252

Fig. 2. Comparison between the ILP and the heuristic of the maxi-
mum amount of data that can be backed up for different times ϵ.
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of each backup DCN, as well as the available bandwidth on
the paths to those backup DCNs. Since our heuristic fully
utilizes the available bandwidth on all paths to those
backup DCNs, it can exactly achieve an optimal solution
as the ILP. Also note that this is only for BCE, and the
situation is different for BCM. We also find that the maxi-
mum amount of data that can be backed up increases as
the time ε increases and the amount of data that can be
backed up reaches the maximum value of 2000 data units
for the case jV 0j � 4, when ε is equal to 27 time units, and
for the case jV 0j � 10 when ε is equal to 28 time units.

In Fig. 3, we then show the total backup cost for each
maximum amount of data achieved in Fig. 2. For compari-
son, inspired by Refs. [15] and [22], we also show the results
from the backup scheme with the objective of maximizing
the amount of data that can be backed up (referred to as
Max_A), which is defined here as a benchmark of our pro-
posed scheme in terms of backup cost. From the results in
Fig. 3, we observe that Max_A involves a large cost and our
proposed scheme is effective in reducing the backup cost.
We also use our proposed ILP as a benchmark to evaluate
the performance of the proposed heuristic in Fig. 3. We find
that the maximum gap between the ILP and the heuristic
is 23.9% for the case jV 0j � 4, when ε is equal to 5 time

units, and 34.9% for the case jV 0j � 10 when ε is equal
to 6 time units. The average gap between the ILP and
the heuristic is 5.2% for the case jV 0j � 4, when ε ranges
from 1 time unit to 27 time units, and 8.2% for the case
jV 0j � 10when ε ranges from 1 to 28 time units. The results
in Fig. 3 also show that, after the maximum amount of data
that can be backed up reaches the maximum value of 2000
data units, the total backup cost decreases as the time ε
increases. This is because more time is available for data
backup, and thus less bandwidth is consumed. These re-
sults indicate that the proposed heuristic has very good
performance.

To further validate the performance of the proposed heu-
ristic, we also give the following comparisons of the ILPand
the heuristic. Figure 4 shows the total backup costs from
the ILP and the heuristic for the cases jV 0j � 4 and
jV 0j � 10, when Vl ranges from 1000 to 2000 data units
at a fixed ε � 28 time units. The results in Fig. 4 indicate
that the total backup cost increases with the increase of Vl.
Although the gap of the backup cost between the ILP and
the heuristic varies as Vl and jV 0j increase, the gap is al-
ways less than 5%. In Fig. 5, we show the total backup costs
from the ILP and the heuristic for the cases jV 0j � 4 and
jV 0j � 10 when we increase ε from 10 to 100 time units
at a fixed Vl � 700 data units. The results in Fig. 5 indicate

Fig. 3. Comparison of the total backup cost of the maximum
amount of data that can be backed up based on the ILP, the
heuristic, and Max_A for different times ϵ.

Fig. 4. Total backup cost comparison between the ILP and the
heuristic for different amounts of data with ϵ � 28 time units.
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that the total backup cost decreases as ε increases. We also
find that the gap of the backup cost between the ILP and
the heuristic is less than 14%. These results also indicate
that the proposed heuristic has very good performance. It is
notable that the results from Figs. 2, 3, and 5 show that our
scheme can automatically adapt to disasters with different
values of ε for generating efficient data backup solutions.

Tables II and III show the running times for the ILP and
the heuristic in Figs. 4 and 5, respectively. We observe that
the running time ILP increases with the increase of jV 0j. In
particular, the running time for the ILP reaches the maxi-
mum value of more than 72 s when Vl � 1900 and
jV 0j � 10. However, the running time for the heuristic in-
creases slowly with the increase of jV 0j and Vl, and thus
the proposed heuristic is more scalable. Since the running
time for the heuristic is small for large-scale backup prob-
lems, we can achieve a real-time solution based on the
proposed heuristic to meet the practical engineering re-
quirement for an ε-time early-warning disaster. For exam-
ple, under the aforementioned hardware settings (i.e., Intel
Core i3-4030U CPU at 1.90 GHz and 4 GB memory), the
proposed heuristic can provide backup schemes for all
the scenarios in Fig. 4 against a disaster with ε � 29 time
units early warning time.

VI. CONCLUSION

We studied minimum-cost data backup in geo-distributed
optical interconnected DCNs against an ε-time early warn-
ing disaster under a given set of backup resources. Two
sets of algorithms were proposed, each consisting of an op-
timal ILP and a corresponding heuristic. With the ε early
warning time constraint, the first set of algorithms can help
DCN operators to evaluate the maximum backup capacity
under a limited amount of backup resources, and the second
set of algorithms can minimize backup cost by properly
selecting a set of backup DCN nodes and corresponding
backup routes. By properly exploring the ε early warning
time, the proposed scheme can bemore flexible and adaptive
to disasters compared with existing periodic backup and
real-time replication schemes. Our scheme allows simulta-
neous data backup from the threatened DCN node to
multiple safe DCN nodes in the disaster-disjoint zones.
It was shown that the optimal solution changes with differ-
ent early warning times ε, indicating that the proposed
scheme is disaster-adaptive under different values of ε.

It is notable that we assume only one threatened DCN
node in this paper. The backup scheme for the case of multi-
ple threatened DCNnodes is an interesting future research
topic. Notice also that we divide the backup problem into

Fig. 5. Total backup cost comparison between the ILP and the
heuristic for different times ϵ with Vl � 700 data units.

TABLE II
RUNNING TIME (IN SECONDS) FOR THE ILP AND HEURISTIC AT

ϵ � 28 TIME UNITS

ILP Heuristic

Vl jV 0j � 4 jV 0j � 10 jV 0j � 4 jV 0j � 10

1000 3.072 11.587 0.168 0.281
1100 4.066 8.178 0.049 0.984
1200 5.123 7.546 0.056 0.13
1300 5.649 7.391 0.062 0.078
1400 3.041 4.75 0.037 0.21
1500 3.541 6.03 0.903 0.103
1600 2.695 5.822 0.033 0.057
1700 3.485 8.429 0.036 0.08
1800 4.254 9.845 0.034 0.065
1900 3.369 72.342 0.047 0.093
2000 1.717 3.723 0.036 0.063

TABLE III
RUNNING TIME (IN SECONDS) FOR THE ILP AND HEURISTIC WITH

Vl � 700 DATA UNITS

ILP Heuristic

ϵ jV 0j � 4 jV 0j � 10 jV 0j � 4 jV 0j � 10

10 5.224 5.969 0.197 0.312
20 1.411 3.683 0.056 1.027
30 3.525 5.138 0.048 0.087
40 1.917 2.635 0.061 0.082
50 2.159 2.867 1.077 0.083
60 1.505 3.069 0.039 0.081
70 1.442 2.502 0.04 0.052
80 2.942 4.414 0.036 0.18
90 1.519 3.088 0.036 0.058
100 1.633 2.458 0.03 0.126
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two sub-problems in this paper; another future research
topic is how to jointly design an optimization problem to
maximize the backup capacity while keeping the backup
cost minimized.
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